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   Know signs of colic and action to take.

LET’S TALK ABOUT IT: 

OBJECTIVE: Few words strike fear into the heart of a veteran horseman like colic. While your students will 
undoubtedly learn about colic along with feeding rules and assessing equine emergencies, we think this topic is serious 
enough to earn its own check mark - and frequent review. 
We want our students to recognize all the little signs of trouble that indicate the potential for colic, and to 
understand that if they wait for the horse to thrash and roll, it might already be too late. We want them to be able 
calmly assess the situation, taking vitals and evaluating appetite, manure and gut sounds. We want them to be very 
clear on who to call and what they can - and shouldn’t - do while they’re waiting for help. 
Mostly, we hope that students grasp that colic can turn from mild to tragic very quickly, and that the best cure is 
always prevention!

COLIC CRISIS

HORSESENSE
VET & HEALTH CARE

CHECKING IT OFF: We dearly hope that you do not have a real-life example for 
students to practice on. In the absence of an actual colicky horse, you’ll need to discuss 
hypothetical situations as often as possible. This can be reviewed in the warm-up or cool 
down period of a lesson as well as during unmounted lessons, clinics or camp sessions.
You may want to require students to earn this checkmark before leasing a horse, or 
allowing them to work unsupervised in a working student program. 

You’ll know they’ve got it: if they can confi dently describe symptoms of both a major 
and minor colic, including elevated pulse and unusual or absent gut sounds. Students 
should know who to call, in what order, and where to fi nd emergency phone numbers; 
they should also know correct protocol in the event that the owner or vet can’t be reached. 

“How can you tell the diff erence between a horse rolling for fun and a horse rolling in 
pain?”

“Why is it important to be able to take a horse’s pulse if you suspect colic?”

“You can avoid heartbreak by catching a colic early. What are some subtle signs of a 
horse with a bellyache?”

“If the horse doesn’t belong to you, do you call the owner or the vet fi rst? If neither of 
them pick up the phone, who else can you call?”

LOOKS LIKE 
TUMMY 

TROUBLE!
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VITAL INFORMATION
In order for students to make an informed decision about suspected colic symptoms, or to place a helpful call to a 
veterinarian, they’ll need to be able to accurately take a horse’s vital signs - and know what’s considered normal. 
Heart rate is the most important and also the vital sign that takes the most practice to record. If your students have a 
hard time fi nding a pulse without a stethoscope, encourage them to practice before and after every ride. Remind them 
they are unlikely to have a stethoscope handy if they fi nd their horse down in the pasture.
Make sure students are familiar with normal gut activity - and know how to position themselves to listen to it safely - 
and with normal capillary refi ll. For more on teaching vital signs, see the Teaching Guides for Yellow HorseSense: 
Should I Call the Vet? and Green HorseSense: Vital Information.

Learning the diff erent kinds of colic and what causes them, while arguably less important than recognizing 
symptoms, will give your students a better understanding of how easily colic can become 
serious. 
Take your students on a journey through the digestive system by drawing it out on a 
large dry erase board. Identify the “hot spots” for colic, including narrow passageways 
and the fermentation chambers in the hind gut. Remind them that the esophagus is a one-
way system, which means that moldy or spoiled food is there for the long haul! 
With a little extra time and ingenuity, you can construct a physical replica of the horse’s 
digestive tract for an even greater impact. Soft expandable garden hoses are an eff ective 
representation of the small intestine, demonstrating narrow passageways and the ability to 
twist on itself. 

KNOW YOUR ENEMY

On a rainy day... get your students involved in creating a visual representation of the horse’s digestive 
tract. Ask them to identify at least three possible places that could be compromised during colic, and 
have each student present a diff erent item that could cause colic if ingested.

Admit it - you can probably look at a pile of manure in your pasture and know which horse it came from. We may 
laugh about our familiarity with our horse’s poop, but it can be an important indicator of a horse’s health. 

Teach your students to play Poop Detective by pointing out the diff erences between healthy, 
loose and dry stools. If you have a large group mucking stalls or paddocks, you might even 
challenge them to a scavenger hunt: Which horse clearly isn’t chewing his grain well? Who has the 
smallest stools? The biggest? Combine this activity with a stable management lesson or clean-up 
party; see the Teaching Guide for Red HorseSense: The Poop Scoop for more ideas. 

THE POOP SCOOP
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IT’S A SIGN
When most students are asked to name colic symptoms, they think of horses rolling in agony and biting their stomach. 
Experienced horsepeople, however, know that there are many more subtle signs of trouble. 

Learning to identify colic symptoms means learning to read the horse’s body language. 

This process starts with learning to identify each horse’s “normal,” so students can develop that all-important intuition 
that warns them when something is not quite right. Help students practice by asking them at every lesson, “How 
does your horse feel today? How can you tell?”

Of course, if all your horses are happy and healthy, you’ll need additional visuals to help students learn to recognize 
actual indicators of distress. A few diff erent methods you can try:

 z Spot the colic. Print out a handful of diff erent photos of horses to laminate, 
attach to posterboard, and/or share on social media. (If you are sharing images 
publicly, don’t forget to include sources!) Include several horses demonstrating 
possible colic symptoms and ask students to identify them. 

 z Act it out. Play a game of horsey charades in which ALL students take turns 
playing horse, and a couple of students - secretly designated ahead of time 
- demonstrate colic symptoms. You can also play an elimination game where 
students take turns acting out colic symptoms. Each student has thirty seconds to 
come up with a sign; if they can’t demonstrate it within the time allowed, they are 
out of the game. As students get down to more subtle symptoms, they will have 
to get creative - this can often have hilarious and memorable results! 

 z Create Colic Watch Bingo. Provide students with blank bingo cards and ask them to fi ll each square with a 
possible colic symptom. Then ask them to create a second card with squares full of colic risks, such as “Extreme 
temperature change” or “Accidentally missed a hay string.” Completing the second card may help students view 
their barns and pastures with a newly critical eye.

 z YouTube it. A quick YouTube search will turn up several videos of horses demonstrating colic symptoms. We 
particularly like the informative videos produced by Smart Pak, several of which are saved in the Yellow HorseSense 
playlist on the HorseSense Learning Levels YouTube channel. 

SILENT SUFFERING
An important thing for students to understand is that as prey animals, horses are designed by 
nature to be stoic about pain. By the time they demonstrate dramatic symptoms, they have 
likely been enduring pain for quite some time. 
Teach your students the Horse Grimace Scale as a means of recognizing a possible equine 
pain face. Learning to detect from a horse’s facial cues that something is amiss may help your 
students catch an early colic - and it will defi nitely make them more empathetic owners, riders 
and trainers. There are a number of scholarly articles on the Grimace Scale; a good place to start 
is https://thehorse.com/163260/scientists-refi ning-the-horse-grimace-scale/
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It can be a good idea to have your students practice handling a colic emergency before they fi nd themselves in the 
middle of one. Hold a colic drill with the help of a quiet, cooperative horse, coaching students step by step through 
checking their diagnosis, making the appropriate calls, and caring for the horse until help arrives.
If possible, enlist the help of an assistant instructor or another knowledgeable adult who can play the horse’s owner 
while you play veterinarian. Your local vet might also be willing to help you teach a clinic by answering a scheduled call 
and giving students feedback.
Make sure your drill includes the following points:

 z If a colic is suspected, what can you do to confi rm your guess? This includes checking manure, appetite and 
hydration levels along with vital signs. 

 z What information needs to be gathered before calling the vet? What should students do if the horse’s usual 
vet can’t be reached or is unavailable? Can they calmly recite the physical address of the stable along with contact 
numbers and the horse’s symptoms?

 z What can be done to keep the horse safe and comfortable? This could involve removing hay and/or grain, 
off ering tepid water, adding banking to stalls, or moving the horse to a diff erent location.

 z To walk or not to walk? The one thing most people know about colic is that it means keeping the horse walking. 
Our philosophy is always that it depends on the situation. If a gas colic is suspected and the horse can be 
walked safely, movement might just be the best medicine. If the horse is lying quietly and seems like he’d rather 
stay off  his feet, we’re not going to force him to walk for the sake of walking. An experienced horseperson may be 
able to prevent a horse from rolling over by keeping him moving, but if a horse is going down violently, he’s not 
safe for a student to walk. Talk your students through the decision-making process until you feel comfortable with 

their action plans. 
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YOU KNOW THE DRILL

If your students are ever left to handle horses without direct supervision - even if it is just to catch, groom 
and tack up - they should know who owns the horse and how to reach them. Ask your older students to 
program relevant emergency numbers into their phone, and give them a brief checklist of the information 
they’ll need to report when they call the owner and/or the vet. Point out stall cards, feed charts, and other 
places they can fi nd emergency contacts listed, just in case.

You may need to assure students that you don’t mind it if they “bother” you with questions about a horse’s 
health or behavior. In the case of a suspected colic, a little paranoia is much better than the alternative!

CHAIN OF COMMAND

Get the drill rolling by using Stuff  Happens cards to set the scene. 
Each card contains a hypothetical, sadly-based-on-a-true story scenario with just 
enough clues to get students talking and thinking about their response. Learn more 
about Stuff  Happens cards at: 

https://horsesenselearninglevels.com/resource-center/challenges/stuff -happens/


